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Introduction
The copper matrix composites with graphite particles can be used as the bearing material (1,2) and they can be fabricated by casting methods. In this case the solidification process is very important because it forms the structure of castings ( 3 , 4 ) . Experimental examination of this process is difficult and the derivative thermal analysis method is very useful1 for it. The characteristic parameters of solidification process and its kinetics can be calculated by means of the temperature and its derivative measurements during this process (5,6).
Experimental procedure
The composites Cu5%Pb5%Ti-graphite were fabricated by mechanical mixing of the graphite flakes with liquid metal matrix. The titanium addition allows the liquid metallic phase to wet the graphite flakes and to arrange uniformly these particles in composite. The contents of the graphite particles up to 3 wt pct in composite do not effect on the castability, and so this composite can be fabricated by casting method.
The experimental castings were made in the thin -wailed shell mould with the tnermoelement placed in the centre of this mould. During the solidification process the change of the temperature T=f(t) and its derivative dT/dt=f(t) were registrated. The solidification kinetics can be calculated by using these curves and suitable marhematical description of this method.
Mathematical description of method
The mathematical analysis of solidification process in this mould is possible for the following simplifications. The thin-walled mould is not able to accumulate of heat and so the intensity of cooling is very small. In this case we can assume that the temperature gradients in casting do not exist. For the solidification of experimental casting the Biott number is equal Bi < 0.01. It is a result of low conduction resistance and of high heat exchange resistance of copper alloys. The temperature is only function of time. Between the surface of casting and mould the hot crack is not existance and the heat exchange proceeds for these conditions in accordance with Newton's boundary conditions. All coefficients are constant and they do not depend on temperature. The crystallization heat emission is directly proportional to the temperature drop in the solidification range. Taking into account these assumptions the balance of heat for the casting and the environment can be written. Introducing the surplus of the temperature determined as 9 = T-To and the function of the heat source as p = dL/dt, the solidification equation may be expressed as follows:
where: c -specific heat, R -characteristic dimension of the casting, u -overall heat-transfer coefficient, L -latent heat, To-environment temperature, p -density, t -time.
The elements of equation (1) express the rate of the temperarure drop, and so the solidification equation can be written in general form where: UTG , U T Z , UT -gradient,source and real rate of the temperature drop respectively. The quantity U is directly obtained from the solidification diagram.
The quantity bT, is calculated from the function 9 = f (t) which is registrated during the measurements. Then the quantity UTZ is calculated from equation (2) The characteristic parameters of the solidification process such as the liquidus,solidus temperature ,latent heat,solidification time which were used in computer calculations, obtained from the diagram have been determined.
Calculated p function values for both the matrix alloy and composite and also the solidification kinetics (eq.3.) have been presented in Fig.2 . The structure of examined composite obtained from optical and scanning microscopy has been shown in Fig.3 . The investigation of the solidification process shows that the graphite particles change the kinetics of this process. In initial stage of the crystallization heat emission for composite is more dynamical than this quantity for matrix alloy. Similar dependance is observed for the ri quantity. Probably these effects are concerned with the graphite which can be nucleus in crystallization. Metallographic observations and measurements show that the solid solution phase CuTi crystailizes around the each graphite flake. These examinations conZirm the results of solidification and mechanism of this process.
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